In this work, we research and evaluate end-toend learning of monocular semantic-metric occupancy grid mapping from weak binocular ground truth. The network learns to predict four classes, as well as a camera to bird's eye view mapping, which is shown to be more robust than using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) aided flat-plane assumption. At the core, it utilizes a variational encoder-decoder network that encodes the front-view visual information of the driving scene and subsequently decodes it into a 2-D topview Cartesian coordinate system. It is demonstrated that the network learns to be invariant to pitch and roll perturbation of the camera view without requiring IMU data. The evaluations on Cityscapes show that our end-to-end learning of semanticmetric occupancy grids achieves 72.1% frequency weighted IoU, compared to 60.2% when using an IMU-aided flatplane assumption. Furthermore, our network achieves real-time inference rates of approx. 35 Hertz for an input image with a resolution of 256×512 pixels and an output map with 64×64 occupancy grid cells using a Titan V GPU.
I. INTRODUCTION
Environment perception is a key task in mobile robot and intelligent vehicle operation. In the past decade, significant progress has been made, mainly due to increased computational power that has unlocked deep learning-based approaches for real-time usage, such as semantic segmentation [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and object detection [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . However, it can be argued that, for higher levels of robot and vehicle autonomy, perception and the incorporation of information derived from perception into a consistent world-model, is still a bottleneck. In this work, we therefore research and evaluate the usage of semantic occupancy grid maps, as a means for end-to-end learning of monocular input data to form a world-model. A world-model typically consists of multiple conceptual layers [10] , e.g. layers of dynamic objects, permanent static objects, and movable static objects. Furthermore, one can distinguish layers that contain a priori knowledge from the environment, e.g. a global topological map, and layers that are estimated locally while the vehicle is traversing the environment. An occupancy grid map is particularly wellsuited to represent the local free-space around the vehicle that is estimated in real-time from sensory input. This is also how we use it and we extend it with three different 1 Fig. 1 .
An illustration of the proposed variational encoder-decoder approach. From a single front-view RGB image, our system can predict a 2-D top-view semantic-metric occupancy grid map. semantic sub-classes for free-space, namely road, sidewalk, and terrain, besides the usual non free-space class.
A particular branch of deep learning research focuses on convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which have significantly advanced computer vision in the past decade [11] , [12] , [13] . At a specific intermediate layer in CNNs, the feature map contains the semantic abstraction of the pixels as well as the inter-pixel 2-D spatial relations between them. The same inter-cell relations also hold for occupancy grids, thereby CNNs are potentially well-suited for end-toend learning of occupancy grid maps with semantics from image data, which is proposed in this work. We discuss the related work on occupancy grid maps and neural network approaches in more detail in Section II.
Our approach, which is detailed in Section III, contains the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform end-to-end learning on monocular imagery to produce a semantic-metric occupancy grid map and to achieve real-time inference rates. • We show that this end-to-end monocular approach is intrinsically robust to pitch and roll perturbations. • We show that, our approach can be trained from weak ground truth and is inherently robust to the sparseness of input data. Considering the above, end-to-end learning of occupancy grids is a promising extension of, or even potentially can partially replace, traditional point-cloud processing techniques. Our approach is evaluated on the Cityscapes dataset [14] and the details on this are provided in Section IV after which our conclusions are put forward in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The occupancy grid map [15] is one of the most popular local metric map representations for mobile robots. Besides range sensors such as RaDAR and LiDAR, occupancy grid maps can also be generated from RGB-D cameras [16] , stereo vision [17] , and from fusion of multiple sensors [18] . However, the classical occupancy grid maps are without semantics, i.e. cells only have two possible states: occupied or not occupied.
More efficient and reliable navigation can be realized if semantics of the environment are utilized. Semantic segmentation is a potential approach to provide additional semantic scene understandings. Most semantic segmentation research has been carried out on RGB images with the goal to estimate a semantic class label for each individual pixel. For this particular task, it can be noted that deep learning methods are surpassing other classical methods in terms of both accuracy and efficiency. One state-of-the-art framework is the fully convolutional network (FCN) [1] that utilizes the convolutional feature extractor from other classification networks, such as VGG [12] or ResNet [13] . Another framework named SegNet [2] , has the similar structure of auto-encoders. Further research shows that the segmentation quality can be enhanced by applying a conditional random field (CRF) as a post-processing step [4] . To integrate this in an end-to-end manner, CRFasRNN [19] is proposed to form a CRF as a recurrent neural network (RNN) that can be trained directly. Recent research has also performed semantic segmentation in an adversarial manner to produce improved result in terms of labeling accuracy [20] . Besides the semantic segmentation on 2-D photometric data, similar segmentation tasks in 3-D data have also been investigated. In [21] , depth images are encoded into an end-to-end long short-term memorized context fusion (LSTM-CF) system to perform semantic segmentation.
The aforementioned semantic segmentation results are usually not directly compatible with vehicle mapping and planning systems, i.e. the output is provided for the same viewpoint as the input data and is not transformed to e.g. a bird's eye as in our work. The reason for this is that in the mainstream state-of-the-art, metric mapping of the environment is performed in parallel with semantic mapping using different methods for both tasks.
Instead of conducting metric mapping and semantic scene understanding separately, our long-term aim is to develop a holistic approach that can estimate metric, semantic, and topological information simultaneously and in real-time. For this we take inspiration from recent work that has shown that deep learning approaches excel in estimating 3-D depth information from monocular [22] , [23] , [24] and binocular data [25] , which means that the metric information can be learned from photometric data directly. This motivates us to research mapping the environment into semantic-metric occupancy grid maps directly from monocular input data in an efficient, end-to-end manner with deep neural networks.
III. SEMANTIC OCCUPANCY GRID MAPPING
In this section, we discuss the details of the aforementioned semantic-metric occupancy grid representation and the detailed structure and training of the proposed deep neural network.
A. Map representation
We extend the classical definition of occupancy grid maps [15] to make the map representation contain semantic and metric information as well as suitable for modern deep neural networks.
Grid size and perceiving distance: Sensors mounted on autonomous vehicles such as cameras, RaDARs, and LiDARs usually have a fixed field of view (FOV), and the perception reliability decreases when the perceiving distance increases. To ensure each cell in the grid map has a reliable status even at large distance, we set each grid map to contain 64 × 64 cells, with the size of each cell being 0.5 × 0.5 meters. As the region within 5 meters in front of the vehicle center is never visible, due to the camera's point of view, we apply a 5-meter offset in the grid map w.r.t. the vehicle center.
Semantic encoding: Each cell in the grid map is encoded with one of the following four semantic classes: road, sidewalk, terrain, and non free-space (including undetected girds that are behind the foreground objects and out of the camera's FOV). In this configuration, instead of a binary occupancy grid map (free-space or non free-space), the ground area in the map is extended with semantics, which potentially benefits the navigation of mobile robots and autonomous vehicles.
B. Network structure and training
In this work, instead of implementing a deterministic point cloud based mapping algorithm, we propose an end-to-end learning approach. The proposed system is composed of two components: a low-level feature extractor and a modified version of variational auto-encoder (VAE) [26] network on top of the extracted feature map. As in our usage the input and output are not the same, as with a traditional VAE, we refer to our network as a variational encoder-decoder (VED) network. The input of this network is one frontview monocular RGB image, and the output is the top-view occupancy grid map in which each cell is assigned with a semantic class. The network is implemented in PyTorch [27] and Figure 2 shows the detailed structure of the network.
Feature extractor: We use a modern canonical CNN model, e.g. VGG-16 [12] , pre-trained on ImageNet [28] , to extract the low level features from the input monocular image. The receptive field of the VGG-16 network is 224×224 pixels. For reasons of efficiency, we use an input resolution of 256 x 512 pixels. As the receptive field is smaller than the input, the latent features in the output of the VGG-16 network are encoding the semantic information locally instead of on the entire image. This ensures that the spatial information is naturally preserved in the feature map, which is required for decoding the feature map into a top-down view.
Training with variational sampling: The variational auto-encoder [26] is originally proposed for learning variational Bayesian models in a neural network fashion. The learned coding vector contains the high-level representation of the input data, which is sampled from a standard normal distribution for later reconstruction. Recent research has shown that, when ground truth for voxel-based learning is incomplete, VAE can be used to produce reconstruction output that surpasses the ground truth in term of completeness [29] . In our VED case, the ground truth is relatively imprecise (as will be explained in the following subsection), and we aim to mitigate this by using the variational sampling's robustness to imperfect ground truth. In contrast to the VAE model in [29] , several important modifications are made for our VED model: 1) taking the feature map from a modern feature extractor as input, and 2) training in supervised encoderdecoder manner instead of an auto-encoder manner.
We denote the encoding probabilistic model as q φ (z|x), where x = f γ (i) is the high-level feature from the input image i and z is the latent embedding combined with spatial information and semantics. On top of the encoder, the probabilistic decoder p θ (m|z) produces the 2-D grid semantic map m from the latent embedding z. The models f , q, p are organized as neural networks and their parameters γ, φ, θ can be learned simultaneously with end-to-end training. The loss L for training is twofold, namely latent loss and mapping loss:
As we enforce the latent embedding z to obey the standard normal distribution, the latent loss L latent is defined as Kullback-Leibler divergence between z and N (0, I). The mapping loss L mapping is defined as cross-entropy between the softmax output layer and the one-hot semantic coding of the ground truth. We use the Adam [30] optimizer with learning rate of 0.0001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, and minibatch sizes of 8 for end-to-end training.
Weak ground truth for training: One major challenge of our approach is that there is no direct ground truth available, as the top-down view semantic occupancy grid representation is not provided in any publicly available dataset. However, one can utilize datasets that contain front-view image semantic annotations and 3-D information that can be pixel-wised registered as depth/disparity maps. To automatically generate the ground truth for training, we reconstruct the 3-D point cloud for each frame with the corresponding depth/disparity map, given the intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration data. For each frame of the generated point cloud, given the corresponding front-view image semantic ground truth annotation, a semantic label can be assigned to each 3-D point. Next, we project the 3-D points to the 2-D ground plane and subsequently fill the occupancy grid with predefined size. For each cell, a semantic label is assigned, based on the label statics of the cell's points (majority vote).
The 3-D information registered for the pixels can be noisy (e.g. a disparity map estimated using a stereo matching method) or sparse (e.g. a depth map from LiDAR measurements). It can be argued that the automatically generated ground truth contains noise mainly from the imprecise depth/disparity map, e.g. grid cells can be missed on the road, due to the corresponding depth/disparity region is invalid. For this reason, we refer to the automatically generated ground truth as weak ground truth. Some automatically generated weak ground truth examples can be seen in Figure  3 (c). Please note that only for evaluation we have manually annotated 70 top-view grid maps, which is too few for endto-end training. The ability to train from weak ground truth is an important feature of our VED approach.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct the following experiments to demonstrate our approach and to compare its accuracy and robustness with two baseline approaches being: 1) a traditional monocular method that relies on an IMU and a flat-plane assumption, and 2) a traditional binocular approach:
• Quantitative evaluation: In this experiment, we use the Cityscapes dataset to measure performances employing metrics from semantic image segmentation. • Input disturbance invariance: We simulate roll and pitch movements of the camera, to investigate the invariance of our approach to such perpetuations. • Mapping quality invariance w.r.t. resolutions: We generate maps using baseline methods (point cloud based) and the proposed method (neural network based) in different resolution settings and investigate the additional advances of the neural network based approach. • Semantic latent embedding: In this small experiment, we research what high-level information is encoded in the latent embedding of our variational encoder-decoder approach.
A. Dataset and ground truth
We use the Cityscapes dataset [14] for ground truth generation and experiments, as it provides stereo images with disparity and fine semantic annotations for each pixel. We use the 2975 images in the training set for training, and the 500 images in the validation set for evaluation and comparison. In our experiments, all the images are resized from 1024×2048 to 256 × 512 for efficiency.
We use the disparity maps provided from Cityscapes with semi-global matching (SGM) method [31] for weak ground truth generation. As discussed in Section III.B, the automatically generated ground truth contains noise. To perform a valid quantitative evaluation, we also manually improved and annotated 70 top-view grid maps in the validation set, based on the visual cue in the corresponding front-view image, which are referred as ground truth and visualized in Figure  3(d) .
B. Baseline methods
Other than our end-to-end neural networked based approach, there are multiple methods available for mapping sensory data to the proposed map representation. In this paper, we compare our approach with two canonical point cloud based methods:
1) IMU-aided monocular mapping with flat-plane assumption: Our first baseline method does not use direct 3-D information, but instead uses an IMU-aided flat-plane assumption to map the output of the semantic segmentation, obtained with a VGG-16 based FCN [1] on front-view images, to a top-down view. More precisely, in this method, we assume each pixel in the RGB image which is predicted as one of the ground-like classes (road, sidewalk, and terrain) is located on the ground in 3-D. As one of the point cloud based methods, it requires knowledge of the accurate camera calibration, which is provided by the Cityscapes dataset. The aim is to outperform this baseline using our end-to-end learning approach. It must be said that this baseline is very susceptible to either pitch and roll errors of the IMU and local slope differences of the ground plane. This method is referred to as flat-plane assumption in all figures and tables. 2) IMU-aided binocular mapping: To provide an upper bound on what we realistically could achieve with our monocular approach, we also validate against a binocular approach. For this baseline, we use the same procedure as for generating the weak ground truth, but the key difference is that now the semantic information is estimated using a VGG-16 based FCN [1] instead of the labeled Cityscapes ground truth annotations. This baseline uses binocular image pairs to obtain the corresponding disparity maps for 3-D point cloud generation. In the implementation, the 3-D point clouds are obtained from the Cityscapes disparity maps with SGM method [31] and used to fill the occupancy grid. However, note that the disparity maps can also be obtained from other methods, such as stereo network-based approaches [25] and monocular network-based approaches [22] , [23] , [24] . This method is referred to as with disparity in all figures and tables.
C. Results

1) Quantitative evaluation:
As our target maps are organized in an image-like fashion, we evaluate the results in terms of mean intersection-over-union (mean IoU) and frequency weighted intersection-over-union (f.w. IoU), as in [1] . The performances and the required input data of the three mapping methods are provided in Table I . Note that in this work, the grid cells out of the camera's FOV are used in training but ignored in evaluation and visualization with black mask as they are consistent and trivial for each frame. We report the metrics evaluated on both weak ground truth and manually improved ground truth. Please note that the performance of the IMU-aided binocular mapping method (with disparity) on weak ground truth is higher than that on manually improved ground truth by nearly 10%, while the other two methods remain at the same level. This is because the binocular mapping baseline uses exactly the same Cityscapes disparity maps as are also used for weak ground truth generation, which leads to the positive bias when evaluating on the weak ground truth. The aforementioned bias is removed in the metrics evaluated on the manually improved ground truth, and therefore a more fair comparison is provided. In either ground truth setting, it can be seen that the binocular mapping method outperforms the other two monocular methods, as expected. This binocular mapping method provides a realistic upper bound for the performance of the monocular methods. Concerning the monocular methods, the results clearly show that our proposed neural network based method surpasses the IMU-aided flat-plane assumption method for both metrics with significant difference of about 10% in both ground truth settings. Considering real-time performance, given an input with resolution 256 × 512, our method requires about 28 milliseconds and is thereby able to achieve frame-rates of approx. 35 Hertz on a Nvidia Titan V GPU (without using any network optimization techniques). Note that this 28 milliseconds for our approach includes both semantic and geometric estimation and that the VGG-16 based FCN front-view semantic network, required for the monocular and binocular baselines, already itself requires about 17 milliseconds. This shows that the computational burden of the end-to-end approach is not significantly more than that of only doing front-view semantic segmentation. end-to-end flat-plane assumption with disparity input image weak ground truth satellite image Fig. 5 . Visualized examples of the input image, its corresponding satellite image, weak ground truth map and predictions from different mapping approaches in high resolution (128 × 128 pixels) setting. Note that both point cloud based baseline approaches produce maps with certain artifact patterns, while the neural network based approach produces maps with acceptable quality.
2) Input disturbance invariance: While driving, the camera will exhibit roll and pitch perturbations w.r.t. to a stand-still situation. If not accounted for, these perturbations significantly degrade the performance when using an IMU-aided flat-plane assumption. Clearly, IMUs can provide orientation information, but the measurement accuracy and time synchronization can be problematic. Ideally, one would want to make the mapping from image coordinates to topview coordinates intrinsically invariant to such perturbations without using an IMU. We illustrate that our neural network based system exhibits this invariance. Table II , shows the metrics in the cases of different common orientation disturbances in pitch (simulated with vertical pixel offsets) and roll (simulated with in-plane rotations around the imaging center). In Figure 4 , we visualized some examples with different orientation disturbances. It can be concluded that our approach exhibits intrinsic levels of invariance w.r.t. to pitch and roll perturbations. This is mainly because our mapping method is based on neural networks, in which mapping is performed with feature reasoning instead of deterministic geometric transformations. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that these results are obtained without data augmentation techniques during training that simulate pitch and roll perturbations, which would probably increase the invariance further.
3) Mapping quality invariance: In our experiments, the resolution of the map representation is set to be 64 × 64 pixels, while it can be extended to any other resolution, such as 32 × 32 and 128 × 128 pixels or even higher. With the output resolution increasing, the side effects will appear in point cloud based mapping approaches: the artifacts will exhibit because the points registered for the grid at far distance are insufficient for a reliable majority vote. In Figure 5 , we show some prediction examples using different approaches with the map resolution being 128×128 pixels. It can be observed that at large distance, semantic information is lost in some grids with certain patterns in point cloud based methods, which degrades mapping quality, while our network based method will not exhibit this behavior. Our approach is intrinsically invariant of point cloud density as we extract high level semantic-metric information from images directly and achieve higher map resolution with up-convolution operations. In addition, it is worth to mention that the ground truth generation method will also produce degraded results in this setting. However, with the same training mechanism, the neural network can learn to eliminate these artifacts from degraded ground truth examples, and outperforms the ground truth in terms of the de-noising effect at the local level. 4) Semantic latent embedding: The latent representation in our proposed network is supposed to encode both highlevel semantic and spatial information into an embedding vector with 512 dimensions. As our system handles complicated data in real urban environments and the size of the embedding vector is relatively large, some attributes in the vector might be highly correlated, which makes it difficult to perform direct attribute analysis. To analyze the effectiveness of our encoding and decoding system separately, we conduct the principal component analysis (PCA) on 500 test images' embedding vectors. We apply perturbations on the first principal axis and visualize the modified map predictions, which are illustrated in Figure 6 . It can be noted that the first principal axis is indeed encoding the size (width and depth) of the drivable space in front of the vehicle: the size increases by decreasing the value of the first principal component, and vice versa. This shows that our network indeed learns to encode semantic and spatial understanding from monocular image into a latent embedding vector. As mentioned earlier this spatial understanding provides the network with robustness to pitch and roll perturbations as well allows up-sampling the resolution of the occupancy grid map.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel real-time neural network based end-to-end mapping system, which requires a single front-view image from a monocular camera and from it estimates a top-view semantic-metric occupancy grid map. It is shown that our end-to-end variational encoder-decoder approach outperforms a monocular system using an IMU-aided flat-plane assumption in terms of accuracy and robustness. We have verified that the network can learn semantics as well as metric spatial information, by investigating the latent embedding that it uses. This demonstrates that occupancy grids, although already several decades old, are still a very relevant and powerful representation and that they link very well with state-of-the-art methods from deep learning, which can enhance or even partially replace traditional point cloud processing techniques. In future work, we aim to further leverage on deep learning and predict the road layout beyond the camera's FOV.
